
PROOF WRITING

Proof writing is often thought of as one of the most difficult aspects of math education to conquer. Proofs require the
ability to think abstractly, that is, universally.

Early pioneers of these methods intended the work ultimately to be embedded in a classical proof-theorem
framework, e. These two worlds are not that different, and you might be surprised that learning pure
mathematics could help your ability to write better software in the future. There are multiple ways of writing
the example proof. Less relevant in high school or undergrad, but certainly important on MSE--it is expected
for one to be able to typeset their math correctly. See also " Statistical proof using data " section below. As an
aside, I believe that those of us who are experienced at writing proofs have all, at least on some conscious or
unconscious level, developed this habit of taking the point of view that we are not sure if it is true. If at some
point you become convinced that X is actually false, great! This line of solving proofs follows a similar set of
steps in software development. For some time it was thought that certain theorems, like the prime number
theorem , could only be proved using "higher" mathematics. While these three points do not exhaust all
possible mappings, they are the ones that I have found the most useful when writing code. Proofs as mental
objects[ edit ] Main articles: Psychologism and Language of thought Psychologism views mathematical proofs
as psychological or mental objects. What are the prerequisites they should know before reading this function?
Formal proof is often introduced using a two-column format , as favored by many geometry teachers. Go back
and try to edit what you have written, reducing its complexity of understanding. What about negative integers?
However, a problem can arise if we focus too much on practical examples. To write understandable code,
always ask the question of who your audience is. Also, in the sequence of equations, at the point where the
induction hypothesis is invoked, either write "by IH" or mention which statements of the IH are used e. By
dropping that definition, it makes the proof short and concise, but sacrifices explicitness. So in trying to create
a proof, the best thing is to take the point of view that you aren't sure if it is even true, and actually decide for
yourself if and why you think it is, being as skeptical as you possibly can. The following quote from an
introductory textbook on mathematical analysis describes the comparison between writing proofs and essay
writing. Good proof writers know who their target audience is. Take into account what assumptions you make,
and how you structure your comments and code. Bayesian analysis uses Bayes' theorem to update a person's
assessment of likelihoods of hypotheses when new evidence or information is acquired. Writing proofs
contain none of these conveniences. While the naming for edge cases tries to label them as rare occurrences,
they are still valid cases that must be accounted for. To learn how to make good arguments, you need to be
tuned into what is convincing and what isn't, and the authentic way to do this is to stay tuned in to what
convinces you and what doesn't. More often than not, your first stab at solving a problem will have taken the
longest path of execution. What level of experience do they have? The list could go on and on, but those are
some of the more salient points. Using this example, we can extrapolate out and see how the pattern continues
to apply. Regardless of rationalization, this should never occur in our codebases. See Also. Instead, I want to
use the concepts of writing good proofs, and translate them to writing good code. In each line, the left-hand
column contains a proposition, while the right-hand column contains a brief explanation of how the
corresponding proposition in the left-hand column is either an axiom, a hypothesis, or can be logically derived
from previous propositions. It might help to also identify in advance for which variables a particular sentence
even makes sense, later restricting the variable to the cases that are being proved. Inductive logic should not be
confused with mathematical induction.


